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Abstract. Turbidity currents have significantly contributed to the formation of oil reservoirs
through massive transport and deposition of sediments in the offshore area during the past
geological era. That motivates the seek for understanding these complex flows composed of
carrier and disperse phases. In this regard, numerical simulations can be of great help in un-
derstanding the complex underlying physics of those turbulent flows. Two-fluid models allow the
explicit consideration of both phases, liquid and solid, where the coupling between them arises
from fluid-particle and particle-particle interactions. Simplified approaches, namely standard
sediment transport model (SSTM) and partial two-fluid model (PTFM), represent a balance
between accuracy and easiness of computation which makes them attractive for different ap-
plications. Computational models are built upon employing a Large Eddy Simulation (LES)
approach based on the Residual Based Variational Multiscale Method (RBVMS). The scales
decomposition used in the RBVMS allow the design of subgrid models, responsible for describ-
ing turbulence and interactions involving fine scales that are not captured by the numerical
grid, on a purely computational modeling standpoint. Using those computational models on
an uncertainty quantification perspective, a number of simulations are performed aiming at
assessing the role of phenomenological models as surrogates for the two-fluid models direct
interactions in nondilute flows. Uncertainties of those models are embedded into random pa-
rameters variables. Different scenarios involving an open channel flow were performed to make
a critical analysis of those submodels when applied to turbidity currents simulations.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Turbidity currents are composed of a fluid and solid particles, called sediments. These
flows are most commonly evaluated in the oil and gas industry where they are considered to
be the main responsible for the formation of oil reservoirs due to the deposition, providing
sedimentary reservoirs.

The complexity of these flows is due to the presence and coupling of several phases, each
one with its characteristic flows. The presented model to simulate turbidity currents considers
water and sediment, each one with its governing equations, built after two-fluid model ap-
proach. The coupling between them should be considered, particularly when the concentration
increases. To achieve a good prediction of the concentration and velocities profile, the coupling,
fluid-particle and particle-particle as well, have been considered by the inclusion of interaction
forces and phenomenological models associating the viscosity with the concentration.

However, the phenomenological models for rheology of these currents provide a source
of uncertainty due to their plurality in literature and their own different parameters may be
considered uncertain. So a discussion of an application of a stochastic colocation approach on
these models will be presented.

This article is divided as follows in section 2 the different phenomenological equations for
rheology are described, in the section 3, the mathematical formulation and in section 4, some
results and discussions.

2 PHENOMENOLOGICAL EQUATIONS

Einstein (1906) realizes that in turbidity currents the classic approach of considering the
constant viscosity for this mixture overestimates the system global energy. He proposes several
ways to deal with it. One is to consider the particles diffusivity in the mass balance of the
sediment, represented in the Eq. (1), so, the diffusion coefficient, Ds, is

Ds =
κ

T
6πµdp (1)

where κ is the Boltzmann constant, T , the temperature, µ, the water viscosity, and dp, the
diameter of the sediment. However, when referring to the mixture flow as a whole, Einstein
(1906) derived the equation (2). Taking into account the linear momentum balance, he achieves
in this expression of viscosity in function of the particle concentration,

µm = µ (1 + 2.5C) (2)

where µm is the viscosity of the mixture water-sediment. In his analysis, he made some assump-
tions: there is no interaction between particles, the particles are spherical and concentrations are
up to 0.05 %. Following his steps, several authors have worked to expand the accuracy and ap-
plication of this equation. Batchelor (1977) employs probabilistic models and found the Eq. (3),
a second-degree equation to express the viscosity in function of sediment concentration

µm = µ
(
1 + 2.5C + 6.2c2

)
(3)

achieving good results, according to the author, when compared with experimental observations
with concentrations up to 30 %.
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There are several other equations, each one with its analysis. Arrhenius (1917) assumes
that the dependence of the viscosity in relation to the concentration is exponential and showed
that experimental observations prove his inference. Among the different approaches evaluated
in this study and summarized in Table 1, it has to be point out the existence of two parameters:
the exponential factor and the maximum packing fraction.

Table 1: Different viscosity equations depending on the concentration, taken from Widera (2011).

Author Equation

Einstein (1906) µm = µ (1 + 2.5C)

Mooney (1951) µm = µ
[
exp

(
2.5C

1− C
Cm

)]
Roscoe (2002) µm = µ

[
1− C

Cm

]−2.5

Krieger & Dougherty (1959) µm = µ
[
1− C

Cm

]−2.5Cm
, Cm = 0.74

Thomas (1965) µm = µ[1 + 2.5c+ 10.05C2

0.00273 + exp(16.6C)]

Chong et al. (1971) µm = µ
[
1 +

0.75 C
Cm

1− C
Cm

]
;Cm = 0.55

Batchelor (1977) µm = µ [1 + 2.5C + 6.2C2]

Brady (1993) µm = 1.3µ
[
1− C

Cm

]−2.0

Toda & Furuse (2006) µm = µ
[

1−0.5C
(1−C)3

]
µm = µ

[
1+0.5kC−C2

(1−kC)2(1c)

]
k + 1 = 0.6C

Toda & Furuse (2006)

Then, the viscosity is shown to be a function of sediment concentration using only these
two parameters. Moreover, Pavlik (2011) shows through his experiments that the determination
of these parameters is neither simple nor deterministic. Through regression of experimental
observations in a circular viscometer, he determined bounds for these parameters.

Taking into consideration which seems to be the most characteristic equation for both its
simplicity and concepts, we choose Krieger & Dougherty (1959)’s expression, Eq. (4), in order
to perform our analysis on rheology,

µm = µ
[
1− C

Cmax

]−λCmax
(4)

The maximum concentration Cmax imposes that the viscosity of the mixture has an asymptote
when the concentration reaches this value. The exponential parameter λ brings an adjustment
to the exponential curve. For the authors, λ = 2.5, which respects the Einstein’s equation for
small concentrations.

In order to visualize the model discrepancy of Table 1, Fig. 1 shows the efect of λ param-
eter embeded in this phenomenological equation. As Krieger & Dougherty (1959) apply the
equation for concentrations up to 60 %, and according to Pavlik (2011) results, we consider
a variation of λ. Fig. 1 shows that a dispersion of λ in the equation of Krieger & Dougherty
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Figure 1: visual shows the influence of the parameter λ of the equation of Krieger & Dougherty (1959), such
that 1.4 ≤ λ ≤ 3.8

(1959), such that 1.4 ≤ λ ≤ 3.8, is able to capture almost all the other phenomenological
equations of Table 1. It has to be noticed that, this plot extrapolates the range of application of
some equations, for example, Einstein’s equation that is valid only for concentrations smaller
than 0.05 %. In this regard, it is noteworthy that the viscosity curves that are outside the gray
area at the bottom right of the figure are out of their range of application. Thus, we are able to
embed the model uncertainty with a parameter analysis.

3 MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION
Jha & Bombardelli (2010), Jha & Bombardelli (2011), Bombardelli & Jha (2009), Buscaglia

et al. (2002), Elghobashi (1983) among others made use of two fluid model formulation to
simulate turbidite currents, where the volume concentration is associated to the probability of
sediment in each element. Using the same idea, there is here an exploitation of two different for-
mulations derived from the two-fluid model: the standard model, Standard Sediment Transport
Model (SSTM), and the Partial Two Fluid Model (PTFM). This work aims to compare those
models applying an uncertainty quantification approach on standard model in order to obtain the
data of the partial two-fluid model, which considers more complex coupling and physic. The
numerical modeling is based on the Residual Based Variational Multiscale Method (RBVMS)
for dealing with the decomposition of scales and numerical stability.

3.1 Governing equations
The difficulty in the study of turbidity currents occurs essentially in the consideration of

several kinds of interaction. When the concentration is low, they may be neglected. With
higher concentrations, they could affect significantly the results. The two fluid model permits
falling into the equations consideration not only of the fluid-particle interaction but also the
particle-particle interaction forces. The proposed models consider a two-way coupling for the
standard model (SSTM) and a more complete coupling, the partial two fluid model (PTFM). In
addition to the viscosity depending on concentration which is considered by Widera (2011) as
a better form of describing the coupling effects, we are able to point out these different forms
of interaction: coupling from the phenomenological equations and consideration of the forces
from the interaction between the particles.
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3.2 General form of the two-fluid model

In two-fluid models, each fluid is considered as a phase. Therefore, the governing equations
of the mass balance and the momentum balance for each phase k are the Eqs. (5) and (6) respec-
tively. The mass balance considering mass transfer from one phase to the other, is represented
by Γk

∂αkρk
∂t

+∇ · (αkρkuk) = Γk (5)

where αk is the concentration and uk, the velocity of the phase k and ρk, the density of the phase
k. The term Γk is considered to be the molecular effect of the particles, introducing diffusion
into sediment movement, represented by a constant diffusion coefficient according to Eq. (1).

The other governing equation represents the momentum equilibrium, Eq. (6), or transport
equation,

∂αkρkuk
∂t

+∇ · (αkρkuk ⊗ uk) = −αk∇p+∇ ·
[
µk
(
∇uk +∇uTk

)]
+ αkρkbk +

Mk + UkiΓk (6)

where p, bk, Mk and Uki stands for the pressure, the terms of volumetric forces as gravity and
forces of interaction between phase respectively. These last three terms represent the interac-
tion forces between the different phases as interaction between particles. The viscosity µk is
considered dependent on the concentration and comes from the phenomenological equation of
Krieger and Dougherty. In order to preserve consistency between phases, mixing rules associate
the variables of the various liquid-solid phases together expressed second Brennen (2005); Cao
et al. (1995, 2003) in Eqs (7) (8), (10) and (9)

p = pm = ps = pf (7)

αs + αf = αm = 1 (8)

ρm = αsρs + αfρf (9)

ρmum = αsρsus + αfρfuf (10)

where the subscripts m, s and f stands for the mixture, the sediment or the environmental
fluid, p, pressure, α, the concentration, ρ, the density and u, the velocity. This set of equations
enables to apply the Eqs. (5) and (6) to the mixture and thus recover the form of the Navier-
Stokes equations. That is the basis of the numerical framework dealed here.

3.3 Models derived from the two-fluid model

The PTFM considers the mixture as a phase and the sediment as another distinct phase.
Meanwhile, the SSTM considers the momentum balance of the sediment equal to the mixture.
It is possible to find the governing equations of mass and momentum balance for each phase in
the respective models. Note that what is being called the mass balance of the sediment is not
properly speaking, and this is due to the fact that the sediment has no independent kinematics.

Thus, associating the definition equations of the quantities of the mixture equations (7)
(8), (10) and (9) with the governing equations (5) and (6) it stands the mixture mass and mo-
mentum balance equations (11) and (12) respectively. Adding the equations (13) and (14) for,
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Figure 2: Domain illustration where the models have been developed

respectively, sediment mass and momentum balance, there is a system of governing equations
for PTFM, representing a turbidity current,

∇ · (um) = 0 (11)

∂ρ0um
∂t

+∇ · (ρ0um ⊗ um) = −∇p+∇ ·
[
µm

(
∇um +∇uTm

)]
+ ρmg (12)

∂αsρs
∂t

+∇ · (αsρsus) = ∇ · [Ds · ∇ (αsρs)] (13)

∂αsρsus
∂t

+∇· (αsρsus ⊗ us) = −αs∇p+∇·
[
αsµs

(
∇us +∇uTs

)]
+αsρsg+Ms(14)

where the superscript T is the transposed matrix, g, the gravitational acceleration vector and
ρ0, the reference density.

In order to have a more appropriate setup for analysis, a usually employed simplification in
hydrology was carried out, following (Winterwerp, 2002), the so-called “ 1DV-POINTMODEL
”. This procedure has been used within two fluids models, such as in Bakhtyar et al. (2009);
Bombardelli & Jha (2009). Therefore, the equations are developed for a bi- or tri-dimensional
flow and the resolution occurs in a one-dimensional domain. Fig. 2 reproduces two dimensions
flow analyzed. In this procedure, it is assumed that the derivatives due to x and y directions are
approximately zero.

The flow tends to be fully developed over time, with the partial derivative of the speed
function x being zero, which is used as an ending criterion for the simulation. Using capital
letters for speed, W in z and U in x, and C for the sediment concentration, and developing
the governing equations presented for a scenario of constant pressure, it leads to, for SSTM, a
system of six equations: the mass balance of the mixture, Eq. (15) at the momentum equilibrium
for mixing, in x, Eq. (16), and, in z, Eq. (17), the mass balance of the sediment, Eq. (18), the
sediment momentum balance in x, Eq. (19) and in z, Eq. (20)

∂Wm

∂z
= 0 (15)

∂ρ0Um
∂t

=
∂

∂z

[
νm
∂ρ0Um
∂z

]
+ ρmgS (16)
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Wm = 0 (17)

∂C

∂t
+Ws

∂C

∂z
=

∂

∂z

[
Ds

∂C

∂z

]
(18)

Us = Um (19)

Ws = −Wset (20)

where ν is the kinematic viscosity and S the slope of the flow which is the sinus of the angle θ
in Fig. 2.

The settling velocity Wset was considered constant. The density ρ0 was considered as the
density of the fluid. In this case, the coupling of the transport equations with the momentum
equation takes into account only the gravity force where the density of the mixture is in function
of concentration. The sediment momentum balance in the longitudinal direction of the flow
is equal to the mixture since their velocities are equal. So there is a double coupling: the
gravitational force and the viscosity depending on the concentration.

The same procedure applyed for PTFM also yields a set of six equations: the mixture mass
balance, Eq. (21), the mixture momentum balance in x, Eq. (22), and in z, Eq. (23), the sediment
mass balance, Eq. (24), the sediment momentum balance in x, Eq. (25), and in z, Eq. (20)

∂Wm

∂z
= 0 (21)

∂ρ0Um
∂t

=
∂

∂z

[
nueff,m

∂ρ0Um
∂z

]
+ ρmgS (22)

Wm = 0 (23)

∂C

∂t
+Ws

∂C

∂z
=

∂

∂z

[
Ds

∂C

∂z

]
(24)

∂CρsUs
∂t

+
∂CρsUsWs

∂z
=

∂

∂z

[
νs
∂CρsUs
∂z

]
+ CρsgS + FD,x + FVM,x + FL,x (25)

Ws = −Wset (26)

where the quantities involved are analogous to SSTM, differing only in the fact that sediment
velocity comes from the momentum balance equation, which, consequently, includes coupling
forces. The fluid-particle coupling forces, as well as particle-particle coupling present in sed-
iment momentum balance in x, Eq. (25) are represented in drag forces, Eq. (27), lift forces,
Eq. (28), and virtual mass, Eq. (29) according to Dong & Zhang (1999); Bakhtyar et al. (2009);
Bombardelli & Jha (2009),

FD,x =
[

3

4ds
CρmCD

√
(Um − Us)2 + (Wm −Ws)

2
]
× (Um − Us) (27)

FL = x− CLCρmWs
∂Um
∂z

(28)

FVM,x =
Cρm

2

[
∂ (Um − Us)

∂t
−Ws

∂Us
∂z

]
(29)

where the drag coefficient, CD, is found by the expression, equation (30), involving the explicit
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particle Reynold number, Rer, equation (31),

CD =
24

Rer

(
1 + 0, 15Re0,687

r

)
(30)

Rer =
ρf |Uf − Us| ds

µ
(31)

and the lift coefficient, CL is constant and equal to 4/3, according to Bakhtyar et al. (2009);
Bombardelli & Jha (2009).

Boundary conditions are Neumann type at the bottom and Dirichlet on the top. This way,
the equation (32) and the no-slip condition, Um = Us = 0 are applyed at the bottom and the
Eqs. (33) and (34), on the top.

Ds
∂C

∂z

∣∣∣∣∣
z=0

= − C|z=0 wset (32)

∂Um
∂z

=
∂Us
∂z

=
∂Uf
∂z

=
∂Ws

∂z
= Wf = Wm = 0 (33)(

Cwset +Ds
∂C

∂z

)∣∣∣∣∣
z=h

= 0 (34)

Thus, it maintains the physical conditions of the domain boundary. For consideration of the
inherent turbulence to turbidity currents due to the density difference between phases the scale
decomposition method of Residual Based Variational Multiscale Method (RBVMS) employed
with finite element method will be used, as in Guerra et al. (2013); Avila et al. (2015); Bauer
et al. (2012).

3.4 Formulation RBVMS
The RBVMS consists in a variable decomposition in coarse and fine scales. A Large Eddy

Simulation (LES) grid is the base for considering the fines scales which bring stability and
turbulent consideration. The subgrid values are calculated from the respective residua of the
governing equations (Guerra et al. , 2013; Avila et al. , 2015; Bauer et al. , 2012). The equa-
tions (35) (36) and (37) formally introduce this decomposition, taking into account the quanti-
ties of the coarse grid, with subscript h, and the quantities from the subgrid with an apostrophe:

C = CCH + C ′ (35)

Um = Uh
m + U ′m (36)

Us = Uh
s + U ′s (37)

where the quantities of fine scales are modeled numerically according to a stabilization term and
the residua of the corresponding governing equation as shown in the Eqs. (38), (39) and (40) (Avila
et al. , 2015; Guerra et al. , 2013)

C ′ = −τcRc (38)

U ′m = −τumRum (39)

U ′s = −τusRus (40)

The stabilization term, τ is expressed in the Eqs. (41) (42) and (43), and considers the
time step, the corresponding velocity of the phase, the element characteristic length and the
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dissipative term: the diffusion coefficient or viscosity, respectively, depending on the considered
equation, resulting in, for sediment:

τc =
1√(

c1
2

∆t

)2
+
(
c2
‖us‖
hel

)2
+
(
c3

Ds
hel

2

)2
(41)

τum =
1√(

c1
2

∆t

)2
+
(
c2
‖um‖
hel

)2
+
(
c3
νeff,m
hel

2

)2
(42)

τus =
1√(

c1
2

∆t

)2
+
(
c2
‖us‖
hel

)2
+
(
c3

νs
hel

2

)2
(43)

where the parameter c1 , c2 and c3 are constants and usually choosen as 1, 2 and 4, respectively.
An analogous approach is done for the mixture. The residua come from the corresponding
governing equations, resulting in Eqs. (44), (45) and (46) for sediment concentration, mixture
velocity and sediment velocity, respectively,

Rc =
∂Ch

∂t
+Ws

∂Ch

∂z
− ∂

∂z

[
Ds

∂Ch

∂z

]
(44)

Rone =
∂ρ0U

h
m

∂t
− ∂

∂z

[
νm
∂ρ0U

h
m

∂z

]
− ρmgS (45)

Rus =
∂CUh

s

∂t
+
∂CUh

sWs

∂z
− ∂

∂z

[
νs
∂CUh

s

∂z

]
−

CgS − FD,x
ρs
− FVM,x

ρs
− FL,x

ρs
(46)

Applying the decomposition, SSTM has a set of six governing equations (15) until (20).
Equations (15), (17), (19) and (20) are respected naturally due to the assumptions of the model.
It remains only two equations: the sediment transport and the mixture momentum balance,
Eqs. (16) and (18) respectively. Applying the RBVMS formulation, it results:

∂Ch

∂t
+
∂C ′

∂t
+Ws

∂Ch

∂z
+Ws

∂C ′

∂z
− ∂

∂z

(
Ds

∂Ch

∂z

)
− ∂

∂z

(
Ds

∂C ′

∂z

)
= 0 (47)

and

∂ρ0U
h
m

∂t
+
∂ρ0U

′
m

∂t
− ∂

∂z

(
νm
∂ρ0U

h
m

∂z

)
− ∂

∂z

(
νm
∂ρ0U

′
m

∂z

)
− ρmgS

= 0 (48)

where only the buoyancy force is considered. The terms of the subgrid derivatives in time are
disregarded, as in (Guerra et al. , 2013; Avila et al. , 2015; Bauer et al. , 2012; Avila et al.
, 2014). The equation (48) affects the concentration force term, both coarse and fine scales,
through the mixture properties rules (Eq. (9)).

For PTFM, represented by the set of six equations (21) until (20), both the mixture momen-
tum balance equation and the sediment mass balance are analogous to the SSTM formulation
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shown, differing only in the variable consideration, accordingly to the governing equations. The
additional equation is the Eq. (49), the sediment momentum balance,

∂CρsU
h
s

∂t
+
∂CρsU

′
s

∂t
+
∂CρsU

h
sWs

∂z
+
∂CρsU

′
sWs

∂z

− ∂

∂z

[
νs
∂CρsU

h
s

∂z

]
− ∂

∂z

[
νs
∂CρsU

′
s

∂z

]
−C rhosgS − FD,x − FMV,x − FL,x

= 0 (49)

The velocity subgrid decomposition has not been taken into account in the force terms, which is
an approximation. The term ∂CU ′s

∂t
results in unusual RBVMS terms involving the product of the

subgrid velocity by the time derivative of concentration. Thus, it brings additional turbulence
and transport elements. The forces involved at the time balance depend on, in principle, the
subgrid velocities, but it will be considered only concentration subgrid values.

Those equations are solved using a standard Generalized Minimal Residual Algorithm
(GMRES) and the Newton’s method for marching in time. Each equation is solved inde-
pendently into an iterative loop until reaching convergence. The framework has the iterative
resolution of each equation embedded into a global iterative loop in order to deal with all non-
linearities.

3.5 Sensitivity analysis

Looking at the inherent uncertainty of the maximum packing fraction and the exponential
parameter of the phenomenological equation it was carried out a stochastic colocation method
in order to perform a sensitivity analysis of the exponential parameter. Figure 1 shows that a
dispersion of this parameter is a way to embed model uncertainties. This idea is the basis of
the stochastic colocation analysis which uses Clenshaw-Curtis quadrature (Nobile et al. , 2008;
Guerra et al. , 2012; Gerstner & Griebel, 1998) and Chebyshev abscissa. The nested sparse grid
approach offers the advantage of reusing the solution of each level, very useful when dealing
with great amount of data. The abscissa for each level are found using Eq. (50) and weights for
each point by the Eq. (51)

xij = − cos
π(j − 1)

mi − 1
(50)

for 1 ≤ j ≤ mi to mi the number of level points i found by m1 = 1 or mi = 2i−1 + 1.
The abscissa are calculated for a support [−1; 1] then being transformed to the support of the
variable λ considered uniform in [1, 4; 3, 8].

w(xij)
=

2

mi

1 +
(mi−1)/2∑

l=1

1

2
cos1− 4l

(
2π(i−1)
mi−1

) (51)

4 RESULTS

In order to understand better physics and evaluation of code implementation, different open
channel setups were simulated considering different values of quantities that affect the flow
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dynamics: the concentration and the slope of the flow domain. The initial velocity is considered
equal in each scenario. The initial flow concentration has constant values in z of 0.1 %; 0.5 %
and 1 %. For the slope, three values found in the literature were used: 0.000739; 0.00251 and
0.0113 radians according to the experiments of Lyn (1988), Muste & Patel (1997) as Muste
et al. (2005) respectively. The phenomenological equation of Krieger and Dougherty was used
for SSTM model. This procedure aims to compare the effect of the phenomenological model
applied in SSTM with the interaction forces of PTFM, this due to the hierarchy of the physical-
mathematical formulation.

Sediment has a constant diameter of 0.21 mm with constant settling velocity of 0.0012m/s.
The initial velocity profile in the direction of flow was considered to be zero in x. The height of
the domain is the same order of others papers found in literature, it is 0.2m (Bombardelli & Jha,
2009; Lyn, 1988; Muste & Patel, 1997; Muste et al. , 2005). The time step is 0.01s respecting
then the pseudo Courant-Friedrich-Leibnitz number calculated as ∆z

∆t
≤ Wset (Bombardelli &

Jha, 2009).

Typically, the iterative sub-processes of the several equations presented convergence around
2 to 7 iterations, with a tolerance of 10−6 and this, for different spatial discretizations and setups.
Looking at the convergence of the mesh, 100 elements showed to be a good discretization. The
mass balance over time was used to evaluate the numerical solution and the normalized mass
balance showed an oscillation of amplitude of 10−6 around 1, ie there is mass conservation.
This occurs for both models, SSTM and PTFM and for different scenarios.

Another quantity that is important do monitorate in the evaluation of the simulation results
is energy budget. In this work, only the sum of the potential and kinetic energy was monitored,
defined as ξ , Eq. (52), such that

k + Ep = ξ (52)

where the sum of the kinetic energy k with the potential energy Ep is considered to evaluate the
energy dissipation over time. The kinetic energy and potential energy term are found at each
time step from the Eqs. (53) and (54), respectively, as shown in Necker et al. (2002):

k(t) =
∫

Ω

1

2
ρmUmUmdΩ (53)

Ep(t) =
∫

Ω
ρsgCzdΩ (54)

where Ω is the domain, Ep(t), the potential energy and k(t), kinetic energy in function of time
t. Fig. 3 shows the sum of the two energies for PTFM and SSTM model.

As should be expected, the energy present in the system shows a greater dissipation with
the phenomenological model. The result the mixture and concentration velocity presented very
similar pattern for both models. As can be seen in Fig. 5 the difference only becomes percep-
tible in the velocity profile when the viscosity law is applied. This occurs analogously in all
considered scenarios.

In concentration profiles, there are no significant differences between models and the same
occurs in the different scenarios analyzed. The conclusion that can be made is that the velocity
profile is more affected by the slope than by concentration, wich is represented in Fig. 4. The
correction of viscosity affects the velocity profile in SSTM model, but it doesn’t recover, as
expected, the PTFM pattern, Fig. 5.
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Figure 3: Plot over time of the sum of potential energy and kinetic normalized by the total energy at t = 0.

Figure 4: Comparison between models: concentration pattern at final time

Figure 5: Comparison between models: mixture velocity pattern at final time.
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Figure 6: Stochastic SSTM result comparing with concentration profile of PTFM at final time, average +/- 2
standard deviations, with zoom to the area of interest

Figure 7: Stochastic result comparing mixture velocity profile of SSTM with PTFM at final time, average
+/- 2 standard deviations, with zoom to the area of interest.

To analyze the relationship of interaction forces with the phenomenological models of rhe-
ology, a sensitivity analysis of the exponential parameter were performed. In this attempt, the
Figures 6 and 7 show the mean and standard deviation found with this procedure on the rheo-
logical model applied in SSTM. There, is shown the comparison of the respective profiles with
the PTFM solution for the same configuration. Figure 8 explicit the criteria of convergence
reached level 8, based on the shear stress of the flow at the bottom.

These preliminary results of the stochastic analysis were not very conclusive because they
don’t express exactly what would be expected. The region where concentration has more in-
fluence, near the bottom, shows a significant deviation of between the velocity mean and the
PTFM curve. For the concentration profile, the mean of the colocation procedure is the same
that the PTFM. Any solid conclusion can be made at this stage because the complexity of turbid-
ity currents equations and phenomena can affect more than it seems in the sensitivity analysis.
However, further investigation on the process as a whole is needed.
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Figure 8: Plot of the convergence criterion evaluated by the shear stress at the bottom

CONCLUSION

The deterministic results are good when compared with literature. Stochastic colocation
methods for uncertainty quantification showed to be very helpful even if the complexity of the
turbidity current does not allow to reach solids conclusions upon rheological models of turbidity
currents, only from the uncertainty quantification point of view taken. However, in this work in
progress, which employs the comparison between hierarchical models solved with the subgrid
decomposition Residual Based Variational Multiscale Method with Finite Element Method is a
good indication of how uncertainty quantification may be useful in decision-making regarding
the determination of empirical parameters. In the world of turbidity currents, on the analysis of
phenomenological models associated therewith, little is found in literature. Existing analyses
commonly refer to a certain specific pattern or the comparison of some of them. The continuity
of this work is based on the idea that uncertainty quantification is a powerful and reliable tool
to unify the different phenomenological models, not only referring to the rheology, but perhaps,
also to other phenomena related to the turbidity currents as the sedimentation rate, or even the
use of phenomenological laws in extremely dense currents.
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